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WHAT ARE MY THREE 
OCCUPATIONS ?
● Social Worker 

● An Entrepreneur 

● Working In Theater: Choreography 

I have chosen these three specific occupations because they have overall 

sparked my interest. All of them individually include different aspects of me. 

In the future I would love to be in an environment that I enjoy working in. 
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A Social Worker
Social workers help individuals solve & cope with problems in their 

everyday lives. 

The median annual wage for social workers in the state of Georgia is 

$49,470 . To become a social worker some only need a bachelor’s 

degree. Clinical social workers must have a master’s degree & also 

must be licensed in the state in which they practice.  One thing i found 

rather interesting would be the variations in the work environment. 

They can variate from Mental health clinics, corporations, human 

service agencies, settlement houses etc.  My question for this particular 

job would be “What type of clients are the most difficult to work with? 

& how do you deal with it the appropriate way? The next step for me 

for this particular area of work would to be to apply to colleges that 

have the specific major. 
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An Entrepreneur
An entrepreneur is a person who organizes & operates a new 

business. *Taking on greater financial responsibility than normal. 

An Entrepreneur salary honestly varies, but in the state of Georgia 

the most common salary is $50,049. The most common degree in 

this field is a bachelor’s  in business administration or 

entrepreneurship. One thing I found particularly interesting was 

that 20 percent of companies fail their first year & only 50 survive 

through their fifth year. One question i would have for an 

entrepreneur would be “How did you look into specific reliable 

vendors?” & “What were your specific marketing strategies?..Did 

they include social media?” The next step for me learning more 

about this specific area of work would be to talk to one & get 

mentored on the “In’s & Out’s” of the competitive business world. 
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Working In Theater Choreography 
A choreographer creates sequences of movements of physical 

bodies. *Physically telling a story & is all about sheer energy. 

A choreographer salary can vary, but in the state of Georgia the 

average salary is $37,499. In college there are majors that include 

practicing such as theatrics. Being a choreographer is a very 

competitive field but is worth it. One thing i found interesting while 

watching the video was that most choreographers would retire in 

their mid thirties because of the high demand of physical strain. 

The only thing I would question would be “How would you go 

about making your name available for business?” The next step for 

me would be getting advice & mentoring from choreographers i 

know. I could also get myself involved by possibly taking a class in 

college for more learning experiences & possibly more exposure. 
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How Could This Impact My Life 
- Having the job as a social worker would be beneficial as far as financially. The only downside 

about this job would be that it would be terribly stressful. They deal with a lot of work & 

documentation & one slip up can cause a huge mistake. In college i would most likely find a 

psychology major & stick to it. 

- Having the job as an entrepreneur would all be done by self reliance. One pro would be that i 

could create my own hours & work schedule. It takes a lot of dedication & persistence. This 

job would be harder to go through as far as stable profit. I would most likely have to take a 

business or marketing class in college.

- Working as a choreographer would most likely be the most less stressful job. I could take 

criticism from my theater choreographer on how to pursue this particular career. I think this 

job would be the most time consuming but would physically have me active on a daily basis.
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